Start dance after 2x8, weight on LF

SET 1: RF CROSS SAMBA, LF CROSS SHUFFLE, RF SIDE ROCK CROSS, SIDE DRAG End facing
1&2  Cross RF over LF, Rock LF to L, Recover on RF 12:00
3&4  Cross LF over RF, Step RF to R, Cross LF over RF 12:00
5&6  Rock RF to R, Recover on LF, Cross RF over LF 12:00
7-8  Big Step to LF, Drag RF towards LF
(Variations/styling for 7-8: L chasse or Roll body to L or Shoulder shimmy) 12:00

SET 2: RF CROSS BACK BACK, LF CROSS BACK BACK, R JAZZ BOX, FWD ½L PIVOT
1&2  Cross RF over LF, Step back on LF, Step RF to R 12:00
3&4  Cross LF over RF, step back on RF, Step LF to L 12:00
5&6  Cross RF over LF, Step back on LF, Step RF to R, Step LF fwd 12:00
7-8  Step RF fwd, ½L shifting weight onto LF and flick RF backwards 6:00

SET 3: R ROCKING CHAIR, CROSS & HEEL & TOUCH AND HEEL, HEEL SWIVELS
1&2& Cross Rock RF over LF, Recover on LF, Rock RF back, Recover on LF 6:00
3&4& Cross RF over LF, Step LF next to RF, Dig R heel to R diag, Step down on RF 6:00
5&6& Touch LF next to RF, Step LF back, Dig R heel to R diag, Step down on RF 6:00
7&8& Swivel L heel out, Swivel L heel in, Swivel R heel out, Swivel R heel in 6:00

SET 4: R COASTER, ¼R PIVOT CROSS, R MAMBO, L MAMBO
1&2  Step RF back, Close LF next to RF, Step RF fwd 6:00
3&4  Step LF fwd, ¼R shifting weight to RF, Cross LF over RF 9:00
5&6  Rock RF to R, Recover on LF, Close RF next to LF 9:00
7&8  Rock LF to L, Recover on RF, Close LF next to RF 9:00

Start again, have fun! - No Tags, No Restarts!!